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Evaluating the performance of
WRF in simulating winds and
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William C. Porter4, James T. Randerson1,5 and Tirtha Banerjee1

1Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, United
States, 2National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO, United States, 3Department of
Geography, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, United States, 4Department of
Environmental Sciences, University of California, Riverside, Riverside, CA, United States, 5Department
of Earth System Science, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, United States

The intensity and frequency of wildfires in California (CA) have increased in
recent years, causing significant damage to human health and property. In
October 2007, a number of small fire events, collectively referred to as theWitch
Creek Fire orWitch Fire started in SouthernCA and intensified under strong Santa
Ana winds. As a test of current mesoscale modeling capabilities, we use the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to simulate the 2007 wildfire
event in terms of meteorological conditions. The main objectives of the present
study are to investigate the impact of horizontal grid resolution and planetary
boundary layer (PBL) scheme on the model simulation of meteorological
conditions associated with a Mega fire. We evaluate the predictive capability
of the WRF model to simulate key meteorological and fire-weather forecast
parameters such as wind, moisture, and temperature. Results of this study
suggest that more accurate predictions of temperature and wind speed relevant
for better prediction of wildfire spread can be achieved by downscaling regional
numerical weather prediction products to 1 km resolution. Furthermore,
accurate prediction of near-surface conditions depends on the choice of the
planetary boundary layer parameterization. The MYNN parameterization yields
more accurate prediction as compared to the YSU parameterization. WRF
simulations at 1 km resolution result in better predictions of temperature and
wind speed than relative humidity during the 2007 Witch Fire. In summary,
the MYNN PBL parameterization scheme with finer grid resolution simulations
improves the prediction of near-surface meteorological conditions during a
wildfire event.

KEYWORDS

fire-weather, grid resolution, nesting, PBL scheme,wildfires,WRF (weather research and
forecasting)
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1 Introduction

Wildfires are associated with high suppression costs and have
significant socioeconomic consequences (Stephens and Ruth, 2005;
Stephens et al., 2016; Burke et al., 2021).The intensity and frequency
of wildland fires in California (CA) have increased in recent years,
causing considerable damage to human health, lives, properties,
and biodiversity (Cannon and DeGraff, 2009; Bowman et al., 2020;
2011). Reliable simulation of wildfire behavior can help decision-
makersmitigate the impacts of these extreme events (Andrews et al.,
2007; Jiménez et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2022).

One specific type of wildfire event that is characterized by high
fire intensity and an extremely high rate of spread is Santa Ana
wind (SAW)-driven wildfire events. SAW events are associated with
specific weather conditions where a hot, dry, and gusty wind blows
from the deserts east of the Sierra Nevada to the coast of southern
California (Glickman, 2000; Raphael, 2003; Westerling et al., 2004;
Jin et al., 2015; Brewer andClements, 2019), usually occurring in the
months of fall, spring, and winter. The SAW events during fall are
known to considerably elevate fire risk because these events often
co-occur with times when live fuel moisture is very low following
the hot and dry Mediterranean summer (Westerling et al., 2004;
Keeley and Syphard, 2019). These wind events are usually easterly or
northeasterly and characterized as foehn-type winds. The hot, dry,
and gusty conditions associated with SAW type events have fanned
many large fires, including, the Camp Fire in 2018, the Woolsey Fire
in 2018, the Thomas Fire in 2017, the Witch Fire in 2007, and the
2003 Cedar Fire, among many others (Brewer and Clements, 2019;
Masoudvaziri et al., 2021).

In this study, we focus on one of the SAW-driven wildfire events,
theWitch Fire, to evaluate the performance of theWeather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model with different parameterizations. On
Sunday, 21 October 2007, at 12:35 PM PDT, the Witch Creek Fire
or Witch Fire started in Witch Creek Canyon near Santa Ysabel as
a result of strong SAW blowing down a power line and releasing
sparks into the wind (California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (CAL FIRE) 2019 report). After burning 400 acres
(1.6 km2), the fire was quickly contained on October 23 (10news.
com, 2007). However, spot fires within its perimeter continued
to burn until October 26, when it eventually merged with the
expanding Witch Fire (Orange County Authority report of 2007).
It caused estimated damage of 1.3 billion (2007 USD) as reported in
CAL FIRE (2007).

Large wildfire events, such as the SAW-driven Witch Fire event,
create their own weather (Coen et al., 2013). A variety of models
exist that can be used to predict wildfire behavior and estimate
fire-weather characteristics, such as WRF-Fire (Sullivan, 2009;
Coen et al., 2013). However, conventional fire behavior models fail
in predictive efforts for highly severe wildfire events (Mölders, 2008;
Clarke et al., 2013; Di Giuseppe et al., 2016). This is because large-
scale and high-intensity fire events release a substantial amount of
heat and energy, and the dynamical processes that characterize the
resulting fire-atmosphere interaction are not represented well in fire
behavior models (Cruz and Alexander, 2013; Jiménez et al., 2018;
Lindley et al., 2019; Neary, 2022; Varga et al., 2022).

While using mesoscale models to predict the fire weather
associated with wildland fires, it is important to understand how
well the models are able to simulate the transport of mass,

FIGURE 1
Flowchart showing the steps used to perform the WRF model
simulations for this study.

momentum, heat, and energy (Bryan and Fritsch, 2002; Coen,
2018;Mallia et al., 2020). Since the fire-atmosphere interaction takes
place primarily (since there can be feedback with plumes in the
troposphere or stratosphere) within the atmospheric boundary
layer, the model representation of this interaction is influenced by
the choice of PBL parameterization schemes representing vertical
mixing and near-surface turbulent processes. Some of the most
widely used PBL schemes are categorized into local and non-local
schemes (Skamarock et al., 2019), based on how they represent
the interaction among different columns of the atmospheric layers
within the PBL. Some of the previous studies on wildfire simulation
used the WRF model to investigate how well these PBL schemes
can capture smoke transport and meteorological conditions during
a wildland fire (Lu et al., 2012; Fovell and Cao, 2017; Brewer and
Clements, 2019; Fovell et al., 2022). However, the sensitivity of the
WRF model to the PBL schemes in resolving the fire weather during
large-scale wildfire events is not clear from the existing literature.

Another factor that is important for the resolution of
atmospheric boundary layer processes in numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models is grid resolution. In order to resolve
the atmosphere, NWP models must use a three-dimensional grid.
Higher grid resolution usually results in a better representation
of small-scale turbulent processes. However, fine horizontal grids
necessitate shorter time steps, both of which contribute to higher
computational cost (Collins et al., 2013).

Forecasts for numerical weather prediction are typically
generated at 10 km for global models and around 1 km for regional
models (Jiménez et al., 2018). The High-Resolution Rapid Refresh
(HRRR) model provides one of the highest resolution forecasts
over a 3 km grid resolution over the contiguous United States
(Benjamin et al., 2016; Jiménez et al., 2018). Even though this
resolution is widely advocated as high, it is insufficient to resolve the
interaction between wind and topography around complex terrains
(Jiménez et al., 2018). Therefore, the choice of grid resolution plays
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an important role in predicting the weather (Collins et al., 2013;
Wedi, 2014; Giunta et al., 2019).

Some of the existing conventional mesoscale models, such as
WRF, have the capability to capture the day-to-day weather as
well as related processes and variables of extreme events. However,
when using such models to simulate fire-weather conditions
during a wildfire, it is important to use coupled fire-weather fire
models. This is because of the ability of coupled fire-atmosphere
models (Coen et al., 2013; Lagouvardos et al., 2019) to implement
changes in the mass, momentum, and heat fluxes, relatively well
compared to WRF during wildfire events. In this study, our
objective is to find out how a simple WRF model can perform in
capturing the meteorological conditions associated with a wind-
driven wildfire event without using specialized wildfire models like
WRF-Fire which would require fuel moisture, fuel loading, and
other specialized information.

Forest fire simulation is a complex task involving the integration
of various factors such as weather conditions, topography, fuel types,
and ignition sources. Different models have been developed by the
scientific community for this purpose.TheWRFmodel, widely used
by the scientific community for simulating atmospheric andweather
conditions, has been extending its application to forest fire scenarios.
Various models, including physical-based models like the Fire
Dynamics Simulator (FDS) and Wildland Fire Dynamics Simulator
(WFDS) (Mell et al., 2009), HIGRAD/FIRETEC (Linn et al., 2002),
coupled atmospheric-fire models like WRF-Fire, empirical models
such as BehavePlus (Andrews, 2007), and land surface models like
FARSITE (Finney, 1998), contribute to the understanding of forest
fire behavior. The WRF model, originally designed for numerical
weather prediction, offers high spatial and temporal resolution,
enabling detailed simulations of rapidly changing fire events. Its
flexibility in configuration allows researchers to tailor the model to
specific scenarios, incorporating various physical parameterizations.
Noteworthy is its integration with fire spread models, facilitating a
comprehensive understanding of the interplay between atmospheric
conditions and fire behavior, especially in the context of wildland-
urban interface (WUI) fires (Kumar, 2022; Kumar et al., 2022;
Juliano et al., 2023). The WRF model stands out for its extensive
validation and verification, a testament to its performance in
atmospheric simulations, and its widespread adoption within the
research community. This broad user base contributes to ongoing
improvements and advancements in the model, making it a valuable
tool for studying and simulating forest fire behavior. However, the
selection of a simulation model depends on factors such as research
objectives, available data, and the characteristics of the target region.

In the WRF model (Figure 1), a two-way nested domain
capability is there in which outer and inner domains interact with
each other at each time step. This is helpful to compute the feedback
of outer-inner domain interaction and it improves the performance
of the model. The operational forecast does not use a coupled
fire-atmosphere model to predict the fire-weather associated with
wildfires. In addition, the grid resolutions are not that high to avoid
the higher computational cost. When the fire model is not coupled
with the WRF model, particularly for Mega fires like the 2007
Witch Fire, it is not well known yet how accurately the WRF model
will simulate a wildfire event at a finer grid resolution. Cao and
Fovell (2016), Cao and Fovell (2018) studied this event; however
these papers did not address the effect of the PBL schemes on the

meteorological predictions in their study. Furthermore (Duine et al.,
2019), studied sundowner winds with the WRF model but did not
investigate the mega fires, like the Witch Fire with active feedback in
theWRFmodel, in their study. To fulfill the gap,we test the capability
of the WRF model to simulate a Mega fire, without the fire model
coupled with it and with finer horizontal grids, two widely used
PBL schemes (YSU and MYNN), and active feedback. The goals of
this study are as follows:1) to quantify the predictability of an NWP
model in capturing fire-weather; 2) to evaluate the sensitivity of the
PBL scheme in capturing fire weather; and 3) to examine the effect
of horizontal grid resolution on the prediction of meteorological
parameters associated with a wildfire. We use the WRF model to
simulate the weather conditions during the wildfire event. Our
results will advance the understanding of optimal strategies for the
operational forecast of fire-weather associated with large wildfires
using mesoscale model simulations.

This study is organized into four main sections. Section 1
provides the background and motivation for this study. The
data and methodology used to perform the sensitivity of PBL
schemes and grid resolutions are presented in Section 2. Section 3
describes the results and discussion of our analysis. Conclusions
are presented in Section 4.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Datasets used

We use the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)
dataset (Mesinger et al., 2006) that is available at 12 km horizontal
grid resolution and at every three hourly intervals to provide initial
and boundary conditions to the WRF model (Skamarock et al.,
2019). It is an extension of the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Global Reanalysis which is run over the North
American Region. In this study, we run the model for 5 days, i.e.,
from 21 October 2007 to 26 October 2007. In addition, we use the
hourly surface measurements (wind speed at 10 m, temperature at
2 m, and relative humidity at 2 m) from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Air Quality System (AQS) data (https://
www.epa.gov/aqs) for model validation. Meteorological data, such
as the wind speed at 10 m, the temperature at 2 m, and relative
humidity at 2 m, are extracted from individual AQS surface stations
within the WRF innermost domain (d03 in Figure 2) for simulation
evaluation. Finally, we use AmeriFlux (Kimberly Ann et al., 2018)
data from the SCw station to compare surface heat and momentum
flux observations againstWRFpredictions.Here, SCw represents the
Southern California Climate Gradient - Pinyon/Juniper Woodland
site.

2.2 Model configuration and experimental
set-up

We use WRF model version 4.3.1 (Skamarock et al., 2019) with
three two-way nested domains. The flowchart in Figure 1 shows
the steps used to perform the model simulations for this study.
The initial and boundary conditions for the model are provided
from NARR data at every three hourly intervals. We choose two
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FIGURE 2
The WRF Preprocessing configuration is shown in panel (A) with three different two-way nested domains (d01, d02, and d03). All the results in this
study are shown for d03. Panel (B) shows the number and location of different stations used for the model validation for temperature, relative humidity,
wind speed, and heat flux. The Witch Fire area is shown in panel (C) from San Diego County.

sets of PBL schemes, namely, the Yonsei University (abbreviated
as YSU throughout this manuscript) (Hong et al., 2006) and the
Mellor-Yamada-NakanishiNiino Level 2.5 scheme (abbreviated as
MYNN throughout this manuscript) (Nakanishi and Niino, 2004)
and combined with the two sets of grid resolutions. Therefore,
we perform a total of four simulations as shown in Table 2
using various permutations of grid resolution and PBL schemes.
During the simulation, we stored WRF outputs at every 1-h
interval.We compare the results of all simulations with observations
on an hourly basis.

All the simulations are initialized at the same time and run from
00Z UTC (5 p.m. Pacific time) on October 21st to 00 Z UTC (5
p.m. Pacific time) on 26October 2007, allowing 12 h formodel spin-
up and 4 days and 13 h for simulations. Two sets of horizontal grid
resolutions are used for model set-up in our study: 9 km, 3 km, and
1 km and 36 km, 12 km, and 4 km for the outermost, middle, and
innermost domains respectively. We used 33 vertical pressure levels
with the top level at 13,706 m and the grid spacing is finer closer to
the surface for all WRF simulations.

In the coarser grid experiments, the mesoscale domain (d01)
has a horizontal extent of 3,240 km by 3,240 km, with 90 grid cells
in both X and Y directions, while domain 2 (d02) has 151 grids
in both X and Y directions with a domain size of 1812 km by
1812 km, and domain 3 (d03) has a horizontal extent of 1,084 km
by 1,084 km, with 271 grid cells in both X and Y directions as
shown in the summary Table 1. The time step for integration is
216 s for d01 in the coarser grid simulation. Since this ensures the
model stability required for the simulation, it is recommended to
set the time-step in the WRF model between 3*dx to 6*dx, where
dx is in km for the outermost domain and the time-step is in
seconds (Skamarock et al., 2005;Hutchinson, 2007). In the finer grid

experiments, the mesoscale domain (d01) has a horizontal extent of
3,213 kmby 3,213 km,with 357 grid cells in bothX andY directions,
while domain 2 (d02) has 601 grids in both X and Y directions with
a domain size of 1803 km by 1803 km, and domain 3 (d03) has a
horizontal extent of 1,081 km by 1,081 km, with 1,081 grid cells in
both X and Y directions. The time step for integration is 30 s for
d01 in the finer grid simulations. The outputs for the innermost
domain (d03) are stored at every hour and the parent time step ratio
(outer/inner) is 3 for all simulations.

For all simulations and domains, we used the following physical
parameterizations: the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM)
(Mlawer et al., 1997) for the longwave radiation schemes and the
Dudhia scheme for shortwave radiation (Dudhia, 1989); the revised
MM5 scheme for surface physics (Jiménez et al., 2012); the unified
NOAH land-surface model as the land surface (Mukul Tewari et al.,
2004); the Purdue Lin scheme for cloud microphysics (Chen and
Sun, 2002). Moreover, the soil moisture is a prognostic variable in
the unified Noah land-surface model which is coupled with the
WRF model. For the cumulus parameterization scheme, we choose
the Grell 3D Ensemble scheme (Grell, 1993) for the two outermost
domains in all experiments, while for the innermost domain, we do
not use cumulus parameterization in any of the experiments.

2.3 Data analysis and quality check

While comparing WRF outputs at specific locations with the
AQS surface station dataset, a few quality control criteria are
established. As a gap-filling strategy, some stations embed repeated
values of the last valid observation for specific variables. We filter
out the repeated values of meteorological variables from the AQS
data while calculating correlation statistics when it gets repeated
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TABLE 1 The summary table shows the description of the domain grid specifications for coarser and finer domain model simulations used in this study.

Domains Resolution
(km)

No. of grids
(X and Y)

Horizontal
Extent

Time step
(sec)

d01
36 km 90 3,240 km 216

9 km 357 3,213 km 30

d02
12 km 151 1812 km 72

3 km 601 1803 km 10

d03
4 km 271 1,084 km 24

1 km 1,081 1,081 km 10/3

TABLE 2 The table shows the list of simulations performed for this study
using two PBL scheme options (YSU and MYNN2.5) at two different
horizontal grid resolutions (36 km, 12 km, 4 km and 9 km, 3 km, 1 km) in
the WRF model. The ‘Resolution’ in the table represents the horizontal
grid resolution and it is shown for the inner-most domain (d03) only.

PBL Resolution Time step PBL

(Scheme) d03 d01 (Reference)

MYNN 1 km 30 Nakanishi and
Niino, (2004)

MYNN 4 km 216 Nakanishi and
Niino, (2004)

YSU 1 km 30 Hong et al. (2006)

YSU 4 km 216 Hong et al. (2006)

for more than three continuous hours. Furthermore, we also
filter out those stations that contain missing data values at one
or more time instants.

The Python interpolation tool is used to extract the relevant
meteorological variables from WRF outputs within the innermost
domain of the model. We used an inverse distance weighted
interpolation method to bring the model-simulated variable to the
observation location. We used interpn from the scipy library to
calculate the same. After quality control, For comparing hourly
temperatures at 2 m height (T2), 90 AQS stations are used. For
comparing hourly relative humidity at 2 m height (RH2), we use a
total of 48 stations. Similarly, we use a total of 43 AQS stations for
the purpose of comparing wind speed at 10 m height (WSPD10).
Pearson’s correlation coefficient and the root mean square error
(RMSE) statistics are used to evaluate these comparisons. One
specific site near the Witch Fire location (site 1,006, Latitude
32.842242 N and Longitude −116.768225 W) is investigated inmore
detail, and the time series of T2, RH2, and Vapor Pressure Deficit
(VPD) is compared against WRF outputs.

2.4 PBL schemes

The Yonsei University scheme (YSU) (Hong et al., 2006) and the
Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) (Nakanishi and Niino,

2004) schemes are two of the most commonly used PBL schemes in
the WRF model. Since the YSU PBL scheme expresses turbulence in
terms of mean variables rather than additional prognostic variables,
it is a first-order closure scheme. The YSU PBL scheme also
incorporates an explicit treatment of the entrainment layer at the
top of the PBL, which is an improvement to the medium range
forecast (MRF) PBL scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996).TheYSU scheme
is also classified as a “non-local” scheme because, in addition to
parameterizing the effect of turbulence caused by small eddies, it also
considers transport caused by convective large eddies (Hong et al.,
2006; Skamarock et al., 2008).

The MYNN scheme is based on a prognostic equation for
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and is a 1.5-order local closure
scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2004; Nakanishi and Niino, 2006).
It is an improvement of the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ) PBL
scheme (Janić, 2001). The MYNN scheme uses the results from
large eddy simulations (LES) to generate expressions of stability
and mixing length as contrary to MYJ, which derives these
expressions from observations (Cohen et al., 2015; Njuki et al.,
2022).However, like other local closure schemes, theMYNNscheme
does not account for deeper vertical mixing caused by large eddies
(Cohen et al., 2015).

Surface heterogeneity and land-cover information are not
adequately represented at the coarser resolution in the model.
Therefore it is worth testing whether a finer grid resolution
would capture the finer scale surface characteristics, which would
enhance surface feedback processes and thereby affect the near-
surface meteorology. The choice of grid resolution therefore should
affect fire-weather simulations. Most of the operational weather
prediction systems use 3 km–5 km horizontal grids for predicting
local and regional weather conditions on an hourly to weekly
basis. At the coarser resolution, the WRF model is unable to
resolve some of the small-scale processes and effects of finer-scale
features in weather prediction, such as clouds and turbulence,
etc. In addition, models at such resolutions fail to capture the
physical features. For example, near coastal regions, there is the
presence of clouds and a coarser resolution model may not
represent themwell. Similarly, in the regions of complex topography,
models do not resolve the orography well and thus fail to capture
their effect on some of the underlying processes, resulting in a
poor prediction.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Comparing meteorological parameters
against surface station observations

3.1.1 Aggregated analysis
The scattering diagram for temperature (T2) (panels a, b, c, d),

relative humidity (RH2) (panels e, f, g, h), andwind speed (WSPD10)
(panels i, j, k, l) for AQS surface stations in the innermost domain
(d03) are shown in Figure 3. The R-squared value, R2, and RMSE for
all variables are reported in Table 3.

We find that there is an evidently strong correlation between
the surface station observations and WRF outputs. The overall
prediction of temperature at 2 m for all stations is sensitive
to the horizontal grid resolution regardless of the choice of
PBL schemes. Therefore, simulations with 1 km grid resolution
are found to have a higher correlation for surface temperature
compared to simulations with 4 km (Figure 3) resolution. For the
coarser resolution simulations, the MYNN scheme yields a higher
correlation in comparison to the YSU PBL scheme.

For relative humidity at 2 m height above the surface,
correlations for all surface stations are quite lower than the surface
temperature, and much more variability is observed in the datasets.
However, no effective sensitivity to grid resolution or the choice of
PBL scheme is noticed. The RMSE is slightly higher for the coarser
resolution simulations for both PBL schemes.

For wind speed at 10 m height, the correlation between
all surface station observations and WRF outputs for all four
simulations is higher than relative humidity but lower than surface
temperature. These correlations are also not as sensitive to PBL
schemes but are strongly dependent on grid resolution with finer-
scale simulations yield stronger correlations.

From Figure 3 and Table 3, we can generally conclude that while
surface temperature and surface wind speed are captured relatively
better than surface relative humidity, there is also a notable spread in
the data while considering all weather stations in the inner domain
of WRF. It is important to note that wind speed is in general
underestimated. This is due to relatively coarse resolution even at
1 km grid cell size. Moreover, the choice of the PBL scheme does
not have much impact on predicting meteorological parameters

FIGURE 3
Scattering diagrams for T2, RH2, and WSPD10 for all the stations within the innermost domain (d03). The results are presented from 1 km to 4 km using
YSU and MYNN PBL schemes and with the observational data (AQS) in order to show (A) T2 at 1 km for MYNN; (B) T2 at 1 km for YSU; (C) T2 at 4 km for
MYNN; (D) T2 at 4 km for YSU; (E) RH2 at 1 km for MYNN; (F) RH2 at 1 km for YSU; (G) RH2 at 4 km for MYNN; (H) RH2 at 4 km for YSU; (I) WSPD10 at
1 km for MYNN; (J) WSPD10 at 1 km for YSU; (K) WSPD10 at 4 km for MYNN; and (L) WSPD10 at 4 km for YSU in the respective panels.
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TABLE 3 The summary table showing RMSE and R2 values for T2, WSPD10, and RH2 from the different simulations at site 1,006, site 6,001, and for all
stations combined within the d03 (inner-most domain) domain in California.

PRM Site MYNN 1KM YSU 1KM MYNN 4KM YSU 4KM

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

T2
d03 0.8 3.32 0.8 3.32 0.77 3.49 0.53 5.98

1,006 0.76 2.71 0.79 2.48 0.66 4.04 0.76 3.19

RH2
d03 0.38 20.36 0.38 20.51 0.38 21.00 0.38 21.18

1,006 0.81 9.58 0.90 8.04 0.77 11.54 0.79 11.03

WSPD10
d03 0.57 3.21 0.57 3.12 0.49 3.34 0.48 3.35

6,001 0.53 4.12 0.64 3.57 0.44 4.53 0.36 5.53

FIGURE 4
Location-wise plots for T2, RH2, and WSPD10 for all the stations within d03. The results are computed from 1 km to 4 km using YSU and MYNN PBL
schemes and with the observational data (AQS) in order to show (A) T2 at 1 km for MYNN; (B) T2 at 1 km for YSU; (C) T2 at 4 km for MYNN; (D) T2 at
4 km for YSU; (E) RH2 at 1 km for MYNN; (F) RH2 at 1 km for YSU; (G) RH2 at 4 km for MYNN; (H) RH2 at 4 km for YSU; (I) WSPD10 at 1 km for MYNN;
(J) WSPD10 at 1 km for YSU; (K) WSPD10 at 4 km for MYNN; and (L) WSPD10 at 4 km for YSU in the respective panels.

on the surface, although finer-scale simulations provide improved
predictions. In the next section, we investigate the spatial variability
captured by the WRF model by comparing the surface stations
against WRF predictions.

3.1.2 Spatial variability of meteorological
parameters at the surface level

The spatial variability of the correlation for the meteorological
variables among the surface stations and WRF simulation of the
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Witch Fire event is depicted in Figure 4.We find that temperatures at
2 m are better captured over valleys thanmountains. Coastal sites are
associated with a lower correlation for temperature as shown with
the lighter color in Figure 4.This could be because themodel grid for
coarser resolution simulations is situated partially on both land and
ocean. Furthermore, the presence of clouds near the coastal regions
could be another reason for poormodel performance. It is important
to note that MYNN performs relatively better than YSU at 4 km in
capturing the spatial variability of temperature. Considerable spatial
variability in the correlation coefficient is also found for relative

humidity and surface wind speed. In the next section, we focus on
one specific site (1,006) which is proximal to theWitch Fire location.

3.2 Fire weather at a single site

3.2.1 Correlation with surface station
observations

Table 3 also shows the correlations for station 1,006 [32.84 N,
116.77 W] along with the aggregated correlations for all sites as

FIGURE 5
Timeseries for T2, RH2, VPD, and WSPD10 for stations closer to the 2007 Witch Fire. The results are compared from 1 km to 4 km using YSU and MYNN
PBL schemes with observations in order to show (A) T2 at site 1,006; (B) RH2 at site 1,006; (C) VPD at site 1,006; (D) Timeseries of Wind Speed at 10 m
(Site 6001).
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discussed before. It can be assumed that this station is influenced
by the presence of the Witch Fire. It is interesting to note
that while correlations for temperature are high for site 1,006,
the correlations are greatly improved for relative humidity and
wind speed compared to the aggregated correlations, at least
for the higher-resolution simulations. Similar to the aggregated
correlations, higher resolution simulations perform better than
coarser resolution simulations for site 1,006 as well. Moreover,
the YSU scheme performs better as evidenced by higher R2

and lower RMSE values compared to the MYNN scheme at site
1,006 except for wind speed at site 6,001 for the 4 km resolution
simulations.

3.2.2 Time-series of meteorological parameters
Themesoscale meteorological conditions and SAWgusts during

the 2007 Witch Fire event intensified the fire spread and the fire
intensity. To evaluate the ability of the WRF model to simulate
the surface meteorological conditions of the fire, we compare
modeled and observed time-series at the surface stations as shown
in Figure 5. We observe that the performance of the WRF model
is better in capturing the temporal variation of meteorological
parameters at site 1,006 at 1 km resolution simulations for both
MYNN and YSU PBL schemes as compared to at 4 km simulations
(fire start time: 21 October 2007, at 19:35 UTC). The surface
temperature and VPD are under-predicted by WRF, while the
relative humidity is over-predicted at site 1,006 (Figure 5). No clear
trend of under or over-prediction is observed for wind speed. The
correlations for vapor pressure deficit are very high (> 0.78) as
well for all simulations. This observation is particularly interesting
in the context of fire weather as VPD is a strong predictor for
the hot and dry conditions that promote wildfire ignition and
propagation.

These results suggest that even without an explicit fire-
weather parameterization, the WRF model is able to capture the
meteorological conditions during a large wildfire event relatively

well. In the next subsection, we investigate how well the surface
sensible heat flux is captured.

3.2.3 Time-series of fluxes
The accurate representation of surface sensible heat flux is

required for capturing fire-weather and fire-atmosphere interaction
(Thapa et al., 2022). In this study, we use the parameterized sensible
heat flux from the model, represented as SHFX (total flux and it
is entirely sub-grid). Also, we compare the modeled sensible heat
flux (SHFX) against the sensible heat flux reported by an AmeriFlux
flux tower observatory nearest to the Witch Fire perimeter. The
site has an elevation of 1,281 m with Latitude and Longitude of
33.6047 N and −116.4527 W respectively. This site is referred to
as US-SCw: Southern California Climate Gradient–Pinyon/Juniper
Woodland in the AmeriFlux tower data repository. This is the
only available flux tower that had data recorded during the
Witch Fire event. Although the site was not affected by the fire
area/perimeter, it was close to the Witch Fire region as shown
in Figure 2.

It is observed that even without an active coupled fire behavior-
atmosphere interaction module switched on, the WRF model is
able to capture the heat flux reasonably well as compared to
the observations (Figure 6). However, the sensible heat flux is
underestimated by WRF during the daytime. During the intense
fire period (from the 18th hour of October 21 to the 0th hour
of October 23), no obvious difference in the sensible heat flux
can be observed. While comparing four modeled experiments, we
find that the temporal variation of heat fluxes is similar. Therefore
each set of the combined PBL scheme and grid resolution that
we use in this study would be effective in simulating sensible
heat fluxes.

3.2.4 Time-series of PBL heights
Since we test two different, widely used PBL schemes at two

different grid resolutions of 1 km and 4 km, we investigate the PBL
height variations for all four experiments over three different sites.

FIGURE 6
Timeseries of sensible heat flux [Wm−2] at SCw site (Southern California Climate Gradient - Pinyon/Juniper Woodland) from AmeriFlux tower and
model simulation as shown in Table 2. This site has Latitude and Longitude values of 33.6047 N and 116.4527 W and the elevation is 1,281 m.
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In addition, we also focus on the PBL heights when the Witch Fire
was highly intense, i.e., on 23rd October at 00:00 UTC (Figure 4).
It is interesting to note that, MYNN estimates a higher mean PBL
height at site 1,006 as compared to YSU at both 1 km, and 4 km grid
resolutions (MYNN at 1 km = 372 m; MYNN at 4 km = 344 m; YSU
at 1 km = 221 m; YSU at 4 km = 269 m) (top panel in Figure 7). The
YSU PBL scheme estimates a higher mean PBL height at 4 km than
at 1 km. However, for the MYNN, the mean PBL height is higher at
1 km as compared to at 4 km. Furthermore, the differences in the
PBL heights are negligible for MYNN at both 4 km and 1 km during
the intense fire period. We also find that during the period when the
fire was intense, from the 18th hour of October 21 to the 0th hour of

October 23, the variation in the PBL heights at SCw and at site 6,001
is much higher with the simulations at 4 km grid resolution than at
1 km (middle and bottom panel in Figure 7).

3.3 Wind conditions

3.3.1 Surface wind conditions
In this section, we compare the 10 m wind speed, and wind

direction from all simulations at 12:00 UTC on 22 October 2007,
i.e., during the period when the Witch Fire was highly intense.
We find that the WRF model is able to simulate the direction

FIGURE 7
Timeseries plots for PBL heights for stations closer to the 2007 Witch Fire. The results are compared with 1 km and 4 km using YSU and MYNN PBL
schemes to show (A) PBL at site 1,006; (B) PBL at a site called SCw (AmeriFlux); (C) Timeseries of PBL Height (Site 6001). These results are not
compared with the observational data due to the data unavailability at those sites.
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FIGURE 8
Wind speed (ms−1) and wind direction at 10 m for (A) MYNN 1 km; (B) YSU 1 km; (C) MYNN 4 km; (D) YSU 4 km as shown in Table 2. These plots are
shown at 00Z UTC (5 p.m. Pacific time) on 21 October 2007 when the fire is intense. The panels from (A) to (D) represent the entire innermost domain
(d03) as shown in Figure 2.

of easterly winds, i.e., the surface wind flow for Santa Ana
winds (Figures 8A–D). All simulations capture the winds from the
mountains to the ocean, which is a characteristic of SantaAnawinds,
regardless of the choice of PBL parameterization and horizontal grid
resolution. This is captured well in all experiments regardless of
the choice of PBL parameterization and horizontal grid resolution.
In addition, the effects of the mountains on the wind are visible:
the “canyon effect” (the wind is accelerated while passing through
narrow canyons).

The wind speed at 10 m has a higher magnitude over the ocean
as well to the south of the San Diego coast and further in the
ocean (Figures 8A–D). The magnitude is higher for YSU at 4 km
(Figure 8D) as compared to the other cases (Figures 8A–C). Such
strong wind over the ocean results from the influence of intensified
850 hPa wind conditions as described in section 3.3.2.

Spatial variation of wind speed is analyzed in section 3.1.2 and
we find that thewind speed is predicted better at 1 km resolution due

to a better representation of topography in themodel. By comparing
wind directions in Figures 8A–D, we observe that the vectors appear
to be similar in direction and length for MYNN and PBL at 1 km
and MYNN and YSU at 4 km. In addition, the model at 1 km
generates higher wind speed over San Diego in Figures 8A,B when
compared with Figures 8C,D. Thus, the choice of the horizontal grid
has an impact on the wind direction and wind speed and the model
performs reasonably well with a finer grid resolution.

3.3.2 850 hPa wind conditions
In the wind field at 850 hPa (shown in Figure 9), there is

a presence of intense and higher magnitude wind speed due to
synoptic conditions. It is also evident that these synoptic wind
conditions drive the surface wind which ultimately fanned the 2007
Witch Fire.

We do not find any notable difference in the wind directions
of four simulations as shown in Figures 9A–D. However, there are
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FIGURE 9
Wind speed (knot) and wind direction at 850 hPa for (A) MYNN 1 km; (B) YSU 1 km; (C) MYNN 4 km; (D) YSU 4 km as shown in Table 2. These plots are
shown at 00Z UTC (5 p.m. Pacific time) on 21 October 2007 when the fire is intense. The panels from (A) to (D) represent the entire innermost domain
(d03) as shown in Figure 2.

slight variations in the wind speed magnitude among the four sets
of simulations. The 850 hPa winds across the mountain ridge result
inmountain waves and downslope wind storms.Themodel captures
the synoptic wind conditions that impact surface Santa Ana winds
that fanned this Mega fire.

3.3.3 Vertical cross-section of horizontal and
vertical wind speed components

In this section, we analyze the vertical cross-section of wind
speed and the vertical component of wind speed. Since from our
analysis in the previous sections, it was determined that the wind
speed is resolved well at the finer horizontal grid resolution, we
present the vertical cross-section of wind speed from the MYNN
PBL scheme only at 1 km as shown in Figure 10. In addition, this
vertical cross-section is drawn at the latitude of 32.84 N which
crosses the 2007 Witch Fire perimeter. The longitude varies from

120 W to 114.5 W to demonstrate the variation of wind speed across
heights from land to ocean (Figure 10). The horizontal (Figure 10B)
and vertical (Figure 10A) components of wind have a higher
magnitude on the leeward side of the mountain range, which is a
characteristic of the SAW events. The higher magnitude is because
the standing mountain waves result in the leeward speed up, i.e., the
downslope wind storm. In addition, a strong updraft is observed on
the windward side of the mountain, as well as a strong downdraft
on the leeward side. Thus, the model qualitatively demonstrates
the wind conditions that are favorable for the intensification and
a higher rate of spread of the 2007 Witch Fire. The area of higher
wind speed coincides with the perimeter of the Witch Fire burned
area (Lat: 32.87 N–32.88 N and Lon: 117.40 W–115.67 W). Since
Figure 10 is shown at the instant when the fire was intense, we
observe that the wind conditions are favorable for the intensification
and a higher rate of spread for the Witch Fire.
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FIGURE 10
Vertical cross-section of (A) vertical wind (ms−1); (B) horizontal wind (ms−1) from MYNN at 1 km at 00Z UTC (5 p.m. Pacific time) on 21 October 2007,
when the fire is intense. In addition, this vertical cross section is drawn at the latitudinal value of 32.84 N which crosses the 2007 Witch Fire perimeter
and longitudes from 120 W to 114.5 W.

4 Conclusion

This study investigated the WRF simulations of the 2007 Witch
Fire event using two different and widely used PBL schemes, YSU
and MYNN. In addition, we performed a sensitivity experiment
with two different horizontal resolutions at 1 km and 4 km. The
goal was to test the capability of the WRF model in simulating fire-
weather and related conditions with different grid sizes and different
PBL scheme combinations. We found that the model was able to
capture fire-weather associated with the fire event with a reasonable
accuracy close to the surface. On the other hand, the spatial and
temporal variability of different meteorological parameters in the
model were dependent on the grid resolutions and the choice
of PBL schemes. In summary, the four simulations suggested
that the model’s ability to predict near-surface meteorological
conditions was improved at 1 km grid resolution compared to 4 km
resolution. The results also indicated that wind is more difficult
to capture than temperature and relative humidity even at a finer
resolution of 1 km. One reason could be that 1 km resolution is
not sufficient in highly complex terrain, the second reason is the

representativeness of prediction vs. in situ point measurements, and
the third could be the accuracy of PBL schemes. Furthermore, the
performance of the MYNN scheme is found to be generally better
than the YSU scheme.

The WRF model, capable of reasonably capturing
meteorological parameters related to wildfires, can be further
improved with the incorporation of the fire-atmosphere interaction
module. Despite this enhancement, the grid resolution, even at
1 km, remains coarse, particularly for accurately resolvingwind near
complex topography. It is clear that coupling theWRFmodel with an
active fire-atmosphere interaction component would significantly
enhance its ability to resolve wildfire events. However, it is important
to note that fire-atmosphere interaction models, while beneficial,
are computationally prohibitive and necessitate resolutions close
to 10 m for effective implementation in a coupled large eddy
simulation mode. Therefore, the results of this study can be used
to test the limits of the simple WRF model configuration to capture
the effects of wildfire events. These results can provide the baseline
over which the performance of more complex coupled WRF-Fire
models can be tested.
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